Now

The new UK immigration system
2021 and Brexit - are you ready?
From 1 January 2021 there will be a new immigration system in the UK. Employers need
to start preparing for this change now, including understanding the proposed new rules,
checking recruitment plans and budgets, obtaining or reviewing a sponsor licence and
assisting staff with applications under the EU Settlement Scheme. The below timeline
outlines the areas that employers need to consider and suggests timeframes for taking action
– read on here for full details on the importance of each step and helpful resources.

Inform your current EEA/Swiss
employees and their family
members about their eligibility
for the EU Settlement Scheme
and British citizenship.

Before November 2020

Before October 2020

Before October 2020

Review international
recruitment processes
to develop an efficient
mechanism for analysing
skills requirements, shortage
occupations and SOC codes
for sponsored workers.

Review or apply for a
sponsor licence if you
anticipate recruiting from
the EEA and the rest of the
world after January 2021.

Review HR processes to ensure
that compliance standards are
met.

Before November 2020

Before November 2020

Consider bringing extension
or switch applications for
current employees forward
where they would usually be
completed in early 2021.

Review whether a nonsponsored working visa
route may be suitable
for current and potential
employees.

Now

Update your HR policies to
include remote working and
remote right to work checks.

Now

Get to grips with the new
system. How will it work?
Who will it apply to? How
much will it cost?

Before December 2020

Always

Upskill your HR team on
sponsor licence management
and the requirements of the
new system so they are ready
to go in January 2021.

Stay ahead of the curve with
changes and updates.
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